
FINHANCE is  a  Hedge Advisory Service,  that is  normally subscribed by
Institutional  investors,  Family offices & Ultra HNIs.  FINMO brings
FINHANCE to retail  investors to protect their  Equity/Debt holdings of
over a  Crore from market volati l ity.

The best way to understand hedging is to think
of it as a form of insurance. When you decide to
hedge, you are insuring yourself against the
impact of a negative event on your finances.
This doesn't prevent all negative events from
occurring. However, if a negative event does
occur and you're properly hedged, the impact of
the event is reduced.
Portfolio managers, individual investors, and
corporations use hedging techniques to reduce
their exposure to various risks. In financial
markets, however, hedging is not as simple as
paying an insurance company a fee every year
for coverage.

Hedging techniques generally involve
the use of financial instruments
known as derivatives. The two most
common derivatives are Options and
Futures. With derivatives, you can
develop trading strategies where a
loss in one investment is offset by a
gain in a derivative.
 

FINHANCE is an advanced dynamic
hedging strategy in Index Options,
that is in NIFTY & BANKNIFTY, set up in
your own demat & trading account.
The objective is to ensure the short
term gains in these derivatives
strategies acts as a hedge in case of
losses in your large Equity/debt
holdings. In addition, it enhances the
returns of your overall portfolio
during normal circumstances.

For those having over Rs.1Cr of Stocks/bonds
portfolio, ESOPS of NSE listed companies,
mutual funds and fixed deposits. FINHANCE
hedging requires a cash capital of 25L along
with the NSE collateral of Rs.75L from your Rs.1Cr
demat holdings. Your actual investment is only
Rs.25L.



Month/
Year

Collateral
Value

Cash
Investment

Net
Returns*

% RETURNS
ON 25L

% NIFTY
Returns FINHANCE Effect

Apr-21 75L 25L 63,850 2.55 0.49 Enhance

May-21 75L 25L 67,564 2.70 7.6 Enhance

Jun-21 75L 25L 68,345 2.73 0.64 Enhance

Jul-21 75L 25L 65,437 2.62 0.27 Enhance

Aug-21 75L 25L 71,876 2.88 7.92 Enhance

Sep-21 75L 25L 65,432 2.62 2.52 Enhance

Oct-21 75L 25L 67,234 2.69 0.8 Enhance

Nov-21 75L 25L 68,753 2.75 -4.5 Hedge (Protect)

Dec-21 75L 25L 62,457 2.50 1.46 Enhance

Jan-22 75L 25L 69,546 2.78 -0.28 Hedge (Protect)

  TOTAL 6,70,494 26.82 16.92 ENHANCE

FINHANCE leverages the interest free NSE collateral
of Rs.75L from your stocks/bond holdings  along
with Rs.25L cash, totalling a Crore. 
 
Dynamic Options hedging strategies aim to
generate a net returns of about 8L on 1 Cr. On your
actual investment of Rs.25L, 8L translates to a
whopping 32% p.a. In real terms, this means an
approximate cash flow of Rs.65K per month on an
investment of Rs.25L .

How Does FINHANCE Actually
Enhance your Portfolio Returns?

PERFORMANCE 

*Adjusted for returns net of brokerage charges & fees

One can expect an approximate cash flow of 50K per month in FINHANCE!



 STRATEGY, TECHNOLOGY

FinMo Research uses unconventional
approach to systematic hedging strategies
using a proprietary multi-factor framework.
 
Understanding the terminologies could be
a challenge. The following will give you an
idea of how sophisticated and skill
intensive are these strategies & execution.

FINHANCE employs instantly

deployable, automated, hedged

options strategies such as

Strangle, Straddle, Ratio spreads

& Butterfly. Strategy aims to 

 mitigate risks & generate profits

in any market situation be it

uptrend, downtrend or sideways. 

STRATEGY
Yield enhancing Options
strategy taking advantage of
volatility

Options Delta strategy

Dynamically switches from low
volatility to high volatility
option

Generate quarterly cash flows 

The returns  are captured
under most market direction

 

 

 

 

TRADING INSTRUMENT: INDEX OPTIONS

Indices such as NIFTY, BANKNIFTY have huge daily volumes and liquidity.
Often they are considered safer than stocks, forex or commodities.
FINHANCE strategy is deployed in Index Options only. 

SUPERIOR RISK MANAGEMENT IN STRATEGY & EXECUTION

HEDGE STRATEGY 

System based trade identification, dynamic change in net exposure, live risk analysis
through delta-gamma simulation: all these dynamic decision making are done by
Options experts.  Algorithmic execution of trades happen using hi-tech infrastructure
with broking execution partners. 
 
How does this matter to you? This means the strategy makes consistent trading
profits in a month, visible in your live PnL reports. 



FinMo is an abbreviation for Financial Moksha. The basic philosophy of FinMo is
providing people the freedom from earning for a living, allowing them to pursue their
passion and contributing to the society. All this when one has achieved self-
sufficiency.
 
FinMo Investment Advisors Pvt. Ltd. is a SEBI registered investment advisory firm
based at Bangalore with clients spread across India and abroad
 
Unlike a conventional wealth management company selling investment products to
clients on commission basis, FinMo is a wealth advisory company, offering advisory
solutions suitable to client families for a fee. FinMo doesn’t earn commissions from
any product it advises. 
 
FinMo's robust in-house research team specializes in multidisciplinary approach with
expertise in multiple asset classes like equity, fixed income, derivatives, structured
products in Indian and US markets.

ABOUT
FINMO

 

One of the safest investment products - Fincome is an advisory portfolio of State &
Central Govt bonds to get an yield up to 8%, vis-à-vis 4-5% on Bank FD.

FINHANCE

FINCOME

Rupee Rakshak, the flagship product of FinMo is an advisory portfolio of stocks &
ETFs with an aim to serve every section of society with an investment range of 1K
to 1Cr plus. Do visit www.rupeerakshak.com.

RUPEE RAKSHAK

An advisory of short term Hedged Options strategy for clients with 1.25Cr of
investment. FinOp Premium can be all cash or 75L collateral plus 25L cash per unit
to generate an additional return of 8L plus per year.

6364060600

INVESTMENT ADVISORS PVT LTD

www.rupeerakshak.com
www.finmoindia.comreachus@finmondia.com

Disclaimer: Investing in stocks/ETFs are subject to market risks, read all
 related documents before investing. Refer to T&C on service agreement on
our website. FINMO Investment Advisors Pvt. Ltd is a SEBI Registered
Company with RIA No:INA200014900.


